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With the Play Date Central website, it used to be easy to download Mario and Zelda games from the Nintendo Channel, but the
games stopped being available there in early 2009. One notable exception is Paper Mario: The Thousand-Year Door, which was
not released in North America until March 2003 and was an official Nintendo of America DS launch title for the Game Boy
Advance. The game was originally a Game Boy Color launch title. The developers believed it would be best if the game was re-
released for the Nintendo 64's Virtual Console service, and most series-related games have been released for the Nintendo 64's
Virtual Console on March 10, 2012. However, Nintendo canceled their plans to make a Paper Mario: Superstar Saga prequel for
the Wii U, despite the positive reception to its previous Paper Mario games. The project was never mentioned again until a
Nintendo direct presentation on October 11, 2016. The Mario & Luigi: Bowser's Inside Story/Paper Mario series, which was
developed by AlphaDream (who also developed the first Paper Mario game), is a series of paper-based games involving both
Mario and Luigi going on various adventures to defeat Bowser and rescue the Princesses from his clutches. The main game,
Bowser's Inside Story: The Misadventures of Luigi in Paper Mario, was first released for the Nintendo GameCube on March 5,
2004 and was later ported to the Wii and Wii U Virtual Consoles for the Nintendo 3DS and the Wii U respectively. The New
Super Mario Bros. series, which was developed by AlphaDream, is a series of paper-based games featuring Mario and co., but
with a gameplay similar to Super Mario Bros., featuring a cap of four lives and the use of a life-saving Moustache of Power and
Tetrominoes in order to overcome the game's puzzles. The main game, Paper Mario: The Origami King, was first released for
the GameCube on November 19, 2005, and was later ported to the Wii on November 14, 2007 and the Nintendo 3DS Virtual
Console on April 14, 2009. The Mario Kart series, which was developed by Nintendo, is a series of cross-platform racing games
starring Mario, Luigi, Wario, Waluigi, Toad, King Koopa, Bowser, and Waluigi (cousins of Mario and Luigi). The first game in
the series, Super Mario Kart, was released for the SNES on September 28, 1992, the Game Boy, Game Boy Color, Super Game
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